Good Afternoon!

H-Net is an international interdisciplinary organization of scholars and teachers dedicated to developing the enormous educational potential of the Internet and the World Wide Web. Our edited lists and web sites publish peer reviewed essays, multimedia materials, and discussion for colleagues and the interested public. The computing heart of H-Net resides at MATRIX: The Center for Humane Arts, Letters, and Social Sciences Online, Michigan State University, but H-Net officers, editors and subscribers come from all over the globe. Tell me more.

H-Net Accepting Donations
The funds we raise support the staff, computing resources, and programming talent needed to gather content and support H-Net editors and their networks... testimonials.

Partner Programs for Online Book Vendors
H-Net readers can now earn money for H-Net by purchasing titles directly from vendor links at our site. Learn how on our reviews page.

Recent Announcements
- more announcements...

Recent Reviews
Reviewer: Lee L. Willis III
Author: Canter Brown Jr. and Larry Eugene Rivers
For a Great and Grand Purpose: The Beginnings of the AMEZ Church in Florida, 1864-1905

Reviewer: Peter Doerschler
Author: Yvonne Rieker
Ein Stueck Heimat findet man ja immer: Die italienische Einwanderung in die Bundesrepublik

Reviewer: Gordon B. McKinney
Author: James L. Hunt
Marion Butler and American Populism

Reviewer: Richard Weikart
Author: Dieter Kuntz and Susan D. Bachrach, eds
Deadly Medicine: Creating the Master Race

Search H-Net
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view, edit, submit PROFILES
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Author: Canter Brown Jr. and Larry Eugene Rivers
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Reviewer: Peter Doerschler
Author: Yvonne Rieker
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Reviewer: Gordon B. McKinney
Author: James L. Hunt
Marion Butler and American Populism
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Author: Dieter Kuntz and Susan D. Bachrach, eds
Deadly Medicine: Creating the Master Race

Support H-Net
The funds we raise support the staff, computing resources, and programming talent needed to gather content and support H-Net editors and their networks... testimonials.

Partner Programs for Online Book Vendors
H-Net readers can now earn money for H-Net by purchasing titles directly from vendor links at our site. Learn how on our reviews page.

H-Low-Countries
ANNOUNCING H-Low-Countries: H-Net Network on the History of the Low Countries

H-French-Colonial
ANNOUNCING H-French-Colonial: H-Net Network on the History of French Colonialism

H-HRE
ANNOUNCING H-HRE: H-Net Network on the History of the Holy Roman Empire

H-Eugenics
ANNOUNCING H-Eugenics: H-Net Network on the History of Eugenics

H-Connecticut

More news is located in the news archive.